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Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 1)
Lessons 1-30

Stop! Before you go on...Learn more Korean at KoreanClass101.com!

Get your FREE Lifetime Account at www.KoreanClass101.com/survival1 now!

Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival

Phrases - Korean and KoreanClass101.com together!

In fact, most people who learn with Survival

Phrases - Korean become members of KoreanClass101.com.

It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special KoreanClass101.com member only training guide: 10
Best Ways to Learn Korean Fast.

So what are you waiting for?

Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!

Dear Valued Customer,

Start speaking Korean in minutes, and grasp the language, culture and customs in just minutes
more with Survival Phrases - Korean, a completely new way to master the basics of Korean!
Survival Phrases - Korean will have you speaking with proper pronunciation from the very first
lesson and arm you with cultural insight and other information to utterly shock and amaze your
friends travel companions and people you meet along the way.

In Survival Phrases - Korean you will master Korean and protocol for the following situations:

Part 1 (Lessons 1-30)

★ Basic Greetings, etiquette and manners

★ Basic survival communication for every situation

★ Ordering the food you want at restaurants

★ Table manners that will impress!

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.Koreanclass101.com/survival1
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival1
http://www.Koreanclass101.com/survival1
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival1
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★ Basic Counting

★ Internet Cafe, not as easy as you think!

★ Finding your way in the local market and SHOPPING

★ Money exchange and tips on money usage

★ Taking the subway, long distance trains, and buses with confidence

Be sure to read the lesson notes for additional tips and information that will make learning basic
Korean and Korean culture even easier.

Best regards,

Survival Phrases - Korean

P.S. Don't miss your opportunity to get something for nothing!

Go to KoreanClass101.com/survival1 and sign up for your

FREE lifetime account and learn even more Korean.

P.P.S. Continue on with Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 2) Lessons 31-60 also available for
purchase.

In Part 2 the following are just a few of the topics you'll master:

★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of

★ Getting around and asking directions and actually understanding the answer!

★ Learning Korean using Korean, and making lots of friends in the process

★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path

★ Visiting the Post office and mailing thing home

★ Phone rentals and phone cards, don't travel without one!

★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!

★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly

★ Getting the right medicine

★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood

★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts

★ Getting help, this may be the most useful phrase you ever learn

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.KoreanPod101.com/survival1
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival1
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Lesson 1: Thank You!
감사합니다!

LESSON NOTES

In Korea there are numerous ways to say thank you. The level of respect differs according to
relationship. First we'll take a look at the phrase used towards strangers and to those that you
wish to respect. The first "thank you" is "gamsahamnida" (감사합니다 ). It's respectful, commonly
heard, quick and easy. This one you will probably hear most frequently.

Next is "gomapseumnida" (고맙습니다). This is respectful and can be used towards strangers as
well. It isn't used quite as frequently as "gamsahamnida," but it's still very common. The two that
we have covered so far are nearly identical in terms of respect. But the first "gamsahamnida" is a
tiny bit more respectful than "gomapseumnida," but it's only a very slight difference.

This next one is not used everyday; it should be used for special occasions when someone has
really broken their backs to do you a favor. This has the highest level of gratitude. This "thank
you" is "daedanhi gamsahamnida" (대단히 감사합니다). Literally this means "great, thanks."

Last is the informal "thank you," which is only to be used with close and intimate friends and
family (an uncle you are meeting for the first time doesn't cut it!). The informal is "gomawo"
(고마워). There are a few relationships with which the informal language is acceptable to use.
For more on that check out quicktip 1.

It is important to be as polite and respectful as possible. So if ever in doubt, use the formal "thank
you" or "gamsahamnida / gomapseumnida" (감사합니다/고맙습니다).

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
감사합니다. gamsahamnida. Thank you. (The most formal)
고맙습니다. gomapseumnida. Thank you. (Formal)
고마워. gomawo. Thanks. (Informal)
대단히 감사합니다. daedanhi gamsahamnida. Thank you. (great thanks)

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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QUICK TIP

In Korean there are numerous ways to say thank you. Anything said in Korean can be
categorized into two broad categories: formal and informal. As Korea is a Confucian soceity
based on hierarchy, people will either be above your level, at your level, or below your level. And
this is how we decided to use which form to use.

For example, if you are meeting someone for the first time, it would be essential to use formal
language as you would want to be as respectful possible. The formal should also be used
towards your teacher, your boss, your co-worker, and to those older than you (for more on age,
check out quicktip 2).

The informal "gomawo" (고마워) should only be used with those you are sure you will not offend
by being informal with them. It should be used with people you have known for a while, and are
comfortable with. Here are some examples of relationships you can use the informal form:

A cousin that you grew up with and know very well.

Little children.

Classmates (sometimes).

A best friend.

For most other relationships, it's important to use formal phrases. If you are ever
unsure, stick with the formal. The formal thank you is "gamsahamnida" (감사합니다), or
"gomapseumnida"(고맙습니다).

QUICK TIP 2

In Korea, age plays an extremely important role in relationship dynamics. If someone is older
than you (even if only by a few years), it is sometimes acceptable for the older person to use
informal language towards you. But sometimes you are still expected to use formal language
towards them. As age plays a very significant role in Korea, language is no exception.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 2: You're Welcome
천만에요 (cheonman-eyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll learn how to respond to "gamsahamnida," or in English, "thank you."
Today's phrase is "you're welcome."

"You're welcome" in Korean is "cheonman-eyo" (천만에요). This phrase is used as the English
"you're welcome" is, but it carries a different connotation. It means something along the lines of
"don't mention it," "it's nothing," "don't worry about it," "don't sweat it," "it's no big deal." These
phrases in English are very casual, but this is the total opposite in Korean. It still carries the same
suggestion that it's not a big deal, but in a very polite and respectful manner. This phrase is very
formal.

Because this phrase is so formal, there's another phrase which is very similar in meaning and
nuance, but is used much more often. This phrase is "ani-eyo." This phrase is actually the
negative copula, which basically means it translates into "is not." And just like "cheonman-eyo"
this carries the same notion that its nothing to worry about. The only difference is that it's not as
formal, and used much more frequently.

Both carry the notion that you are deflecting someone's praise. Instead of it being something
like "Yea, I know I'm a great guy, but don't worry about it, it's nothing;" it's more like "no, really, it
was nothing, really, it's nothing." Something along those lines. Koreans try to humble themselves
as bragging and boasting are considered very rude in Korean culture. That's true with many
cultures, but especially in Korean culture.

If a Korean person cured the common cold and someone tells that person that they're smart, it
wouldn't be surprising to hear "ani-eyo," telling the other person "no, I'm not." Humbling yourself
will score you some big points in Korea.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
천만에요. cheonman-eyo. It's nothing.
아니에요. ani-eyo. It's nothing (is not).

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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QUICK TIP

Refraining from bragging and boasting is part of Korean culture because Korean culture is
a group-oriented society. But that's a different notion than being proud. Generally speaking,
Koreans are a very proud people. They love to tell others about their sons who go to Ivy League
schools. They love to talk to others about their daughters that work in the most prestigious
hospitals. But when it comes to themselves, most Koreans will try to deflect praise and try to
humble themselves.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 3: Please
주세요

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll go over the swiss army knife of phrases. You'll hear this phrase over and
over again. It's used in so many different ways and forms; it's essential to the Korea-traveler.

Let's say you're in a restaurant and you see all these delicious looking items on the menu. How
do you order? To start, let's go over the rudimentary point and "this please." "This please" in
Korean is "igeo juseyo" (이거 주세요). The first word "igeo" means "this." The second part of the
phrase "juseyo" is the word for give, but in this context it's used much like the English "please."
Altogether, the phrase literally means "this, give" or "this, please."

Now if you see a poster outside, or see another patron eating something that looks delicious, we
can point and say "that please." "That please" in Korean is "geugeo juseyo" (그거 주세요). The
first word, "geugeo," means "that." The second half of the phrase "juseyo" once again means
"give" or "please." Altogether the phrase literally means "that, give" or "that, please."

Lastly, if you know what you want, and don't even have to look at the menu, you can say what
you want and add "juseyo" at the end. If you want some kimchi, you can simply say "kimchi
juseyo" (김치 주세요). Literally, this is "kimchi, give" or "kimchi, please."

If you don't know what kimchi is, it's salted and spiced Chinese cabbage. It's massaged with
tons of spices, and left in a jar with some water. After it's left alone to ferment for a few days,
it's good to eat. It may sound a little unappetizing, but boy is it addicting. A Canadian friend of
mine got addicted to kimchi. He literally had to have it every meal. If he didn't, he always felt like
something was missing. He would eat kimchi with pizza, hamburgers, chicken, and anything
else. It was a must have at the table.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
이거 주세요. igeo juseyo. This please.
그거 주세요. geugeo juseyo. That please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. This.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Hangul Romanized English
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give.
그거. geugeo. That.
김치 주세요. kimchi juseyo. Kimchi please.
김치. kimchi. Kimchi.

QUICK TIP

"Juseyo" literally means "to give." But it can be used to request things from someone, not just
items. You can request a taxi driver to go somewhere for you. You can ask your parents to make
dinner for you. You can ask a friend to call you. That's why this phrase can be interpreted as
"please." To form that request, "juseyo" is used in conjunction with other verbs. The grammar of
this is beyond the level of this lesson, but the point is that there's so many different ways "juseyo"
can be used.

You'll be hearing the phrase over and over again throughout these Survival Phrases. So be sure
to remember it!

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 4: Basic Greetings
안녕하세요

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll go over the appropriate greetings for the appropiate situations. The
first phrase is ''annyeonghaseyo" (안녕하세요). This is used much like the English ''hello.'' It's
the swiss army knife of greetings, and can be used in the morning, afternoon, and night. The
first part of the phrase "annyeong" (안녕) means peace. The second half, "hasaeyo" (하세요)
generally means "to do." A rough translation of this phrase is ''Are you at peace?'' Now isn't that
an awesome way to greet your friends and family? "Are you at peace?" is the etymology of the
word, but nowadays Koreans don't actually equate that meaning with the phrase. Over time it
has, for the most part, lost its meaning, and now it is simply ''hello.''

Next on our list of greetings is ''good morning'' or ''joeun achimimnida'' (좋은 아침입니다). The
first word ''joeun'' (좋은) means "good." The next word "achim'' (아침) means "morning." And
"imnida'' (입니다) is the copula; it's almost equivalent to the verb "to be" in English. Altogether,
a literal translation of the phrase would be: '' good, morning, is.'' A very close translation of the
English phrase ''good morning.'' This greeting is used mostly at the office place. For whatever
reason it's become a greeting among coworkers.

Lastly, we have a different greeting when you're answering the phone. In Korean, when you
answer the phone you say ''yeoboseyo?'' (hello?). This means hello, but it is only used when
answering the phone.

In English, if someone picks up a phone and doesn't hear anything, that person may say
''Hello? Hello???'' Much in the same way, if someone is spacing out and you want their attention
you say ''Hello? Hello???'' in the same tone. This is the same case in Korean. If you want to
get someone's attention, you wouldn't say "annyeonghaseyo,'' (are you at peace?). A more
appropriate way to get their attention would be ''Hello? Hello???'' In this case it's kind of like ''
Hello? Earth to _____.''

All of these greetings will probably be enough to get you a smile from a friend, the staff at a
restaurant, or the sweet lady at the fruit and vegetable store. Be sure to greet someone with a
smile, and if the situation is appropriate, a little tilt of the head (check out the quicktips for more
on this).

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
안녕하세요. annyeonghaseyo. Hello.
좋은 아침입니다. joeun achim-imnida. Good morning.
여보세요. yeoboseyo. Hello (when answering the

phone).

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
좋은. joeun. Good.
아침. achim. Morning.
이다. ida. (imnida) Is.

QUICK TIP

In Korea, bowing is used in conjunction with greetings. It's imperative to bow when first meeting
someone as it shows humility and respect. But how far should someone bow? Should it be a
slight nod of the head? Or a full blown 90 degree bow? And how long should a bow be held for?
These are not easy answers as the answers can change according to who you are greeting.

The time you bow displays how much intention and purpose you have in your greeting. The
longer you hold your bow, the more respect and humility it conveys. When you're bowing to
someone who is above you in the Confucian Hierarchy, it's important to express humility by not
looking at them while you're bowing. This would be to show the utmost humility and respect.
Also the incline of your bow shows how much intent you have in your greeting. These all change
according to who you are greeting.

1. A short, quick bow (like an nod). This may be used for greetings such as meeting an
acquaintance, a friend, a friend of a friend, people you see daily, co-workers, staff members at a
place of business, greeting parents when they arrive home. Just something simple to get the job
done. This is probably around 90% of bows in Korea.

2. A bow which is held for a moment. This is used to show intent and purpose in your bow. This
should be used when meeting an employer for the first time, or an elder family member you
haven't seen in a while. It's something to show out-of-the-ordinary respect.

3. A near 90 degree bow held for an extended moment. This is used to show the utmost respect.
This should be used when meeting someone of great importance. The President of Korea, a high
ranking government official, the highest ranking general in the Korean military, a mafia boss, all
these positions call for this specific bow. It's used toward anyone who can change your life for the
worse if they feel disrespected. It'll be rare to see someone respect a person that much so don't
count on seeing it in your everyday life.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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4. Getting down on both knees, with forehead to the floor. Number three was to show the utmost
respect. Number four shows both respect and humility. If you've gravely wronged someone,
and you want to show your total remorse, this is the bow for you. (This is also used during New
Years celebrations when family member gather to wish each other a blessed New Year - not so
apologetic).

For all of these, hands should be held together in front, or at the sides.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 5: Goodbye
안녕히 계세요 / 안녕히 가세요 (annyeonghi gyeseyo,
annyeonghi gaseyo)

LESSON NOTES

When parting with someone one of the main factors in deciding what to say is, if you are leaving
or if you're staying.

When you are the one leaving the party and those you are saying goodbye to are staying, you
can say ''annyeonghi gyeseyo'' (안녕히 계세요). The first portion of the phrase, "annyeonghi,"
means "peacefully." The second half of the phrase, "gyeseyo," means "to stay" or "to be."
Literally translated the phrase is "peacefully, stay" or "peacefully, be." Roughly translated the
phrase means "be at peace," or "stay in peace." Rad huh?

Now when someone is leaving and you are staying, or if both parties are leaving, we have
the following phrase: ''annyeonghi gaseyo'' (안녕히 가세요). "Annyeonghi" once again means
"peacefully." The second half, "gaseyo," means "to go." Altogether we have a literal meaning of
"peacefully, go." Translated it means "go in peace." The only difference between the two phrases
are "annyeonghi GYEseyo" and "annyeonghi GAseyo." Exactly the same, just a slight change in
the middle. The slight change in middle is the difference between "to stay" and "to go."

The previous two parting phrases are in the honorific form. These two expressions also have
corresponding casual phrases.

The first phrase, when you are the one staying and someone else is leaving, is "jalisseo"
(잘있어). The first part of the phrase "jal" (잘), means "good," or "well." The second half "isseo"
(있어) means "to stay" or "to be." Literally it's "well, stay" or "well, be." Translated it means "stay
well," or maybe even "take care."

The casual version of the second phrase (when you are staying and someone is leaving) is
"jalga" (잘가). The first "jal" (잘) is the same as the last phrase, "well," or "good." The second
part, "ga" (가) means "go." Literally, the phrase "jalga" means "well, go." Translated it means to
"go well." It also has the connotation of going safely. So a better translation of this phrase would
be "get home safe."

Lastly, we have a universal greeting and parting expression. This is very casual, and should only
be used with close and intimate people. This phrase is "annyeong" (안녕).

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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The two honorific phrases from the beginning of the lesson are "annyeonghi gyeseyo" and
"annyeonghi gaseyo." Both have "annyeong" in the front; thus a shortened, more casual form is
simply "annyeong" (안녕). In English, it would be equivalent to something casual such as "see
ya." Or if you want to be literal about it... "peace!" (Sorry, I couldn't resist). Essentially the phrase
means "bye."

The same "annyeong" is used for when you are greeting someone. The honorific phrase used
when greeting someone is "annyeonghaseyo" (안녕하세요). The first part of the phrase is
"annyeong" (안녕). It's the same word, used in a different context. This one would be a casual
"hello," such as "hey!" or "what's up."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
안녕히 계세요. annyeonghi gyeseyo. Goodbye (stay in peace).
안녕히 가세요. annyeonghi gaseyo. Goodbye (go in peace).
잘있어. jalisseo. Be well, stay well.
잘가. jalga. Get home safe, go well.
안녕 (as a phrase). annyeong Hey, What's up / See ya, bye.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
안녕히. annyeonghi. Peacefully.
계시다. gyesida (gyeseyo). To stay, to be.
가다. gada (gaseyo). To go.
잘. jal. Well, good.
있다. itda (isseo). Stay, be.

QUICK TIP

Sometimes when you are greeting someone who is of higher social ranking than you (an elder,
your employer, a professor), they may not respond with a greeting. It's common in Korea to
greet those of lower ranking by just saying something along the lines of "oh." It's not that these
people are trying to emphasis their status, but rather it's just the way the language works. It's
acceptable to not say hello to someone of lower ranking. Most likely someone will respond with
"Oh, you came?", "Oh, how are you?" These are considered greetings in themselves, (just as
the English "how are you" is used as a greeting). Remember this is referring to people of higher
social ranking greeting those lower than them. It would be very rude for someone of lower social
ranking to greet someone higher in this manner.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 6: Where is the bathroom?
화장실 어디에요? (hwajangsil eodi-eyo)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll cover an extremely important phrase, "Where is the bathroom?" “Where is
the bathroom” in Korean is "hwajangsil eodi-eyo" (화장실 어디에요?).

The first part of the phrase, "hwajangsil" (화장실), means bathroom. Next we have the
interrogative "eodi" (어디), which means "where." And lastly, we have "eyo" (에요), which means
"is." Literally, the phrase we have at hand is "bathroom, where, is." Translated, it's "where is the
bathroom?"

In Korea, the signs for bathrooms will usually have pictures for men and women on the front
door. A lot of times you'll even see the English words "Men" and "Women." However, there are
times you may run into only the hangul (or Korean writing). Here are the two words you'll need in
this situation.

The hangul for man, or men is "남자" (namja). This can be translated into "man, men, or male."

The hangul for woman, or women is "여자" (yeoja). This can be translated as "woman, women,
or female."

So you can take the phrase a little further and ask "Where is the men's bathroom?" or "Where is
the women's bathroom?" Simply add the gender to the front of the phrase.

"Where is the men's bathroom?" is "namja hwajangsil eodi-eyo?" (남자화장실 어디에요?).

"Where is the women's bathroom?" is "yeoja hwajangsil eodi-eyo?" (여자화장실 어디에요?).

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
화장실 어디에요? hwajangsil eodi-eyo? Where is the bathroom?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
화장실. hwajangsil. Bathroom.
어디. eodi. Where.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Hangul Romanized English
이다 (에요). ida (e-yo). To be (is).
남자. namja. Man, male.
여자. yeoja. Woman, female.

QUICK TIP

As mentioned in the mp3, there are some toilets in Asia (not exclusive to Korea) that may not be
so comfortable for Westerners. It's a little difficult to describe, but I'll give it a shot. Try to imagine
a men's urinal mounted on the wall of a men's bathroom. Take that urinal off the wall, and place
it flat on the floor. That'll give you a general idea of what I'm talking about. It takes a while to get
used to it, but it's not so difficult. If you are located in a big city center, you probably won't come
across many of these. But they aren't rare by any means. I don't want to get too into detail, but as
you can imagine, they're not exactly meant for germ-a-phobs.

Check out this wikipedia article for more on these toilets.

http://www.survivalphrases.com
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Lesson 7: Apologies
죄송합니다 (joesonghamnida)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll learn how to apologize. Let's start with "joesonghamnida" (죄송합니다),
or "sorry" in English. This phrase is used just as the English "sorry" is used. If you're late to an
appointment, if you've stepped on someone's toes, if you've spilled coffee on someone, this
phrase is appropriate for all of these situations.

Now, what if someone says this to you? In the case that someone uses "joesonghamnida"
(죄송합니다) towards you, a typical response is "gwenchanayo" (괜찮아요), or "it’s ok," "it's
alright." This is pretty much a direct translation of "it's ok" or "it's alright." If you're sick, and
someone calls to check up on you, you can say "gwenchanayo" (if you are feeling alright). Once
again, it's used pretty much in the same situations it would be used in English.

There is a cultural issue that we should address. When riding the subway, or walking in a
crowded place, there’s bound to be contact with strangers. Koreans, however, don’t really bother
to say sorry for the small, minor bumps. It happens all the time, no matter what city you're in. But
it seems like a lot of foreigners can’t stand this; but you have to understand, it’s just part of the
culture. They aren’t being rude. So if you get bumped into and don’t get a “ joesonghamnida"
(죄송합니다) don’t get offended. It’s simply the culture. But that doesn’t give you the right to go
around bull-dozing people to the ground!

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
죄송합니다. joesonghamnida. I'm sorry.
괜찮다 (괜찮아요). gwenchanta (gwenchanayo). It's ok, it's alright.

QUICK TIP

Let's say you go out and have a great time with some new Korean friends. You had such a good
time that you agree to meet again the next day at noon. You arrive at the appointed meeting
location on time. You wait a few minutes, and you think to yourself "they must be late." Fifteen
minutes, thirty minutes, an hour goes by, and now you're getting a little upset. Not one of them
has showed up. You would figure that at least one person would be on time, but all of them are
late. Finally, they all show up and say "joesonghamnida."
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These friends of yours are running on "Korean time." Koreans are notoriously late. It's not to
say every Korean is late, but the term "Korean time" exists for a reason. It means arriving a little
bit later than the appointed time. A little bit later can range from 10 minutes to an hour later. It
all depends on the person. Of course there are people who keep to schedule. But this is just a
warning to be wary of those that run on "Korean time."

So if you have friends running on ''Korean time,'' you'll should be expecting to hear
''joesonghamnida'' (죄송합니다).
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Lesson 8: Can you speak English?
영어하세요? (yeongeo haseyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll cover another extremely important phrase, "Can you speak English?"
Using this phrase as opposed to speaking English at someone is important for many reasons.
For one, if the party you’re speaking to doesn’t understand English, at least they’ll be able to
understand what you’re asking. It also conveys a lot respect to show that you took the effort to
learn even a little bit of the language. For these reasons and many more, we’re going to cover
this phrase.

"Can you speak English" in Korean is "yeongeo haseyo?" (영어 하세요?). The first word of
this phrase is "yeongeo" (영어), which means "English." The second part of the phrase is
"haseyo"(하세요). This "haseyo" means "to do," but in this specific context it means "to speak."
Literally the phrase we have is "English, do" or "English, speak." Translated it means "Do you
speak English?"

Let's go over the words for two more languages. Korean is "hangukeo" (한국어). Japanese is
"ilboneo" (일본어). "Yeongeo haseyo" is "can you speak English?" For the phrase "Can you
speak English?" the language (English) can be replaced to ask "Can you speak Korean?" Simply
replace English (yeongeo) with Korean (hangukeo). The new phrase we have now is "hangukeo
haseyo?" or "Can you speak Korean?"

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
영어 하세요. yeongeo haseyo. Can you speak English?
한국어 하세요? hangukeo haseyo. Can you speak Korean?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
영어. yeongeo. English.
하다. hada (하세요). To do (in this case, to speak).
한국어. hangukeo. Korean.
일본어. ilboneo. Japanese.
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QUICK TIP

Many written Korean words have associated Chinese characters. For instance "eo" or
"language," has a corresponding Chinese character. These Chinese characters are very
important as they play a strong role in the Korean language. Many words have their origins from
Chinese characters. And to know these characters can open up so many doors in the language.

When I was studying Korean, I didn't know any Chinese characters. I still don't know as many
characters as I'd like, but I learned to associate certain sounds in Korean to certain meanings.
For example, "eo" means "language." And the word for any language (English, Korean, Chinese,
Spanish, French) in Korean ends in "eo." Once you reach a certain level of your Korean
education, vocabulary will sky rocket when you learn these characters (or at the least sounds).

"Hanja," or Chinese characters, is a little beyond the scope of these "Survival Phrases," but it's
really easy to pick up down the line. Actually, you don't need to know how to read Chinese at all.
The sounds will really be the main learning tool.
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Lesson 9: Can You Say it Again?
한번더 말씀해 주세요 (hanbeondeo malsseumhae
juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

Dictionaries are a great tool to learn, but why not learn from the people around you? In today's
lesson, we'll go over a phrase that'll give you the power to do just that!

Today's phrase is "hanbeondeo malsseumhae juseo" (한번더 말씀해 주세요), or in English
"can you say it again, please?" Let's take a look at the components. The first word we have is
"hanbeon" (한번). This means "once," or "one time." The word that follows immediately is "deo"
(더). This means "more." These two together mean "once more," or "one more time." The next
part of the phrase is "malsseum" (말씀). This is an honorific word for "speak" or "say." The last
part is "hae-juseyo" (해주세요). The word "hae" (해) means "to do" but in this particular context,
it means "to speak" because the word that precedes it, "말씀," is the word for "speak" or "say."
The last part is the familiar "juseyo" (주세요), which means "please." Altogether the phrase here
is "hanbeondeo malsseumhae juseo." Word-by-word it means "once more, say, speak, please."
This can be interpreted as "Can you say it again, please?"

Now even if someone repeats what they said, you still may not be able to understand it. To slow
them down a bit, we have the following phrase for you. This phrase is "speak slowly, please."
This phrase is very similar to the phrase before. The only thing that changes here is the first
part of the phrase. Let's take a look at the previous phrase. That phrase was "hanbeondeo
malsseumhae juseo." The phrase "speak slowly, please" changes one word. We can simply
replace "hanbeondeo" (한번더) or "once more," with "cheoncheonhi" (천천히) or "slowly."
The rest of the phrase stays the same. Altogether the phrase we now have is "cheoncheonhi
malsseumhae juseo" (천천히 말씀해 주세요). Literally this phrase means "slowly, speak, please."
But that can be interpreted as "Can you speak slowly, please?"

The last phrase we have for you is something that should be used sparingly. It's not necessarily
polite, but it's not casual either. It's in the middle ground. That phrase (or maybe I should say
sound) is "ye?" (예?). This can be used in several different situations. For one it can be used
when you didn't hear what was just said. This tone shouldn't be so high pitched, and shouldn't
be so emotional. But if you want to utilize your emotions in your Korean language skills, you can
use it in the case when you don't believe what someone just said. You can use this "ye?!" to
ask someone to repeat something because you just can't believe it. In this case, "ye?!" should
be high pitched, emotional, and maybe you can throw in a confused facial expression for some
added effect.
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
한번더 말씀해 주세요. hanbeondeo malsseumhae

juseyo.
Can you say it again, please?

천천히 말씀해 주세요. cheoncheonhi malsseumhae
juseyo.

Speak slowly, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
한번. hanbeon. One time, Once.
더. deo. More.
말씀하다 (말씀해). malsseumhada

(malsseumhae).
To speak, to say (honorific).

주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo) Please (literally, to give).
천천히. cheoncheonhi. Slowly.

QUICK TIP

Most people who are from outside of Seoul have a different dialect from Seoulites. They may
have different pronunciations, different usages, and different intonations. Sometimes these
dialects are incomprehensible, even to native Korean speakers! But when these people move to
Seoul, they tend to lose their dialects, and speak with a Seoul dialect (whether it be intentional or
not).

But when those not native to Seoul get emotional, their true dialects come out. This is
especially true when someone gets angry. It's not uncommon to see someone with a seemingly
native-Seoul dialect, change their speech in a matter of seconds. So if you hear "ye?!" some
non-standard Korean dialect may follow.

QUICK TIP 2

Korean dialects differ greatly from region to region. There are more than 10 distinct Korean
dialects. Some dialects are from outside of Korea, such as Japan, China, and even Central
Asia. As mentioned before they can be incomprehensible even to the native speakers. But all
news broadcasts, and most television show hosts speak with a standard Korean dialect (a Seoul
dialect).
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Lesson 10: I Don't Understand
이해 못 해요 (ihae mot haeyo)

LESSON NOTES

When traveling in Korea you will inevitably come across people speaking to you in Korean, even
if you don't have a Korean face. In many cases Koreans can speak English to some degree, but
are too embarassed to speak. So when someone speaks to you in Korean, you can at least say
"I'm sorry, I don't understand."

"I'm sorry, I don't understand," in Korean is "joesonghamnida, ihae mot haeyo" (죄송합니다,
이해 못 해요). This long phrase may seem a little intimidating, but it's easy to learn. The first
word "joesonghamnida" (죄송합니다) is from lesson number 7, "Apologies." This phrase means
"sorry." The next part of the phrase is "ihae" (이해) which means "understand," or "comprehend. "
The next word is "mot" (못). "Mot" means "can't" or "not possible." The last part is "haeyo" (해요),
which means "to do." So just think of "mot," or "can't," intruding it's way in between "understand"
and "to do." The phrase literally means "Sorry, understand, can't, do." This can be interpreted as
''I'm sorry, I don't understand.''

The next phrase we have is "hangukmal mot haeyo" (한국말 못 해요). The first word we have
here is "hangukmal" (한국말), which means Korean. The next part is "mot haeyo" (못 해요),
which together means "can't do," but in this context may be interpreted as "can't speak." Literally
the phrase we have is "Korean, can't speak." This can be interpreted as "I can't speak Korean."

These two phrases may prove useful when in a jam. My friend, who was new to Korea, had taken
the subway somewhere. But as it turned out, she had bought the wrong ticket and needed to
pay a little more. The ticket master started to speak to her in Korean, but it was to no avail. She
was confused and used the phrase she learned the day before, "hangukmal mot haeyo." The
ticketmaster got frustrated and let her pass. It wasn't much, but it still got her out of a jam.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
죄송합니다, 이해 못 해요. joesonghamnida, ihae mot

haeyo.
I'm sorry, I don't understand.

한국말 못 해요. hangukmal mot haeyo. I can't speak Korean.
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이해. ihae. Understand.
못. mot. Can't.
하다 (해요). hada (haeyo). To do.
한국말. hangukmal. Korean.

QUICK TIP

Just as my friend's situation was overlooked, many business in Korea will overlook short
change. My experience in places other than Korea is that being short on a bill is almost always
unacceptable. But in Korea, if you don't have enough money for the bill, many places will have
no problem letting you go when you're off a few hundred won. This may not sound like much,
but it can help when you're in a jam. Many businesses in Korea round down, or overlook a few
hundred won (sometimes a few thousand won) here and there if you're short. However, things
are changing little by little. As the Korean economy grows, there's more money out there. And as
that's the case, there should be less reason for people not to be short a few hundred won. But
many places are still kind enough to look the other way.
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Lesson 11: Greetings at Business
Establishments
어서 오십시오 (eoseo osipsio)

LESSON NOTES

Whenever you enter a restaurant, a cafe, a department store, a boutique, or any other place
you're a customer, staff members will try to be as polite as possible. ''Eoseo osipsio'' (어서
오십시오) is the greeting you most likely will hear. This phrase means something like "come on
in," but can be interpreted as "welcome." "Eoseo" (어서) means "quickly." "Oshipsio" (오십시오)
means "to come" but in a very respectful manner. Literally it means "quickly, come" but once
again, it can be interpreted as "welcome."

Most people don't respond and just go about their own business. But to be polite, you can
acknowledge them by giving a short bow and saying "annyeonghaseyo" (안녕하세요). But they
won't be hurt if you don't even look in their direction. This is because there's a saying in Korean.
That phrase is "sonnim-i wang-ida" (손님이 왕이다) or in English, "the customer is king." In
America, "the customer is always right." But in Korea, "the customer is king." This phrase is
broken down in quicktips one.

Service in Korea really does make you feel like royalty. Even if you're just eye shopping,
employees will follow you around. Sometimes this freaks people out; it may seem a bit creepy.
But just know, they want to be right there to assist you if you have any questions or if you need
anything.

Next, when you're leaving a business establishment, you'll usually hear "annyeonghi gasipsio"
(안녕히 가십시오). Does this ring a bell? This phrase means "goodbye," or if you remember, "go
in peace." But this is a very polite form of the phrase. It has the same meaning of the phrase we
learned before "annyonghi gaseyo" (안녕히 가세요), but it's just a different level of respect. You'll
most likely hear this phrase solely in business establishments.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
어서 오십시오. eoseo osipsio. Welcome.
안녕히 가십시오. annyeonghi gasipsio. Goodbye.
손님이 왕이다. sonnim-i wang-ida. The customer is king.
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
손님. sonnim. Customer.
왕. wang. King.
어서. eoseo. Quickly.
오다 (오십시오). oda (osipsio). To come.
안녕히. annyeonghi. Peacefully.
가다 (가십시오). gada (gasipsio). To go.

QUICK TIP

"The customer is king" or, "sonnim-i wang-ida" (손님이 왕이다). The first part of the phrase
"sonnim" (손님) means customer. The "i" (이) that follows immediately is a post position subject
marker (it simply indicates the subject of the sentence). The latter part of the phrase contains
"wang" (왕). This means "king." The "ida" (이다) that follows immediately means "is." Literally, the
phrase we have here is: "customer, king, is." This is interpreted as "The customer is king."

QUICK TIP 2

Because the customer is king in Korea, there is something called "service." If there's a restaurant
that you frequent and you some how get chummy with the owner, he may give you "service."
This is simply free things. It can range anywhere from a couple of extra dumplings, a free drink,
a bottle of soju, a free pair of socks, anything. But I hope you're not under the impression that
Koreans will be throwing free things at you. Look for a lesson on "service" and how to ask for
these free things.
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Lesson 12: Restaurant 1 - Ordering and
Getting the Check
계산서 주세요 (gyesanseo juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

First we should get the attention of the staff. In Korean we use "jeogiyo" (저기요). This phrase
translates roughly to "over here," or "excuse me." You can use this phrase not just in a
restaurant, but in a store as well. If you are some place where people are there to assist you
and you need help, "jeogiyo" is appropriate language. But this phrase cannot be used if you've
bumped into someone. This phrase is only used when calling someone over to you.

Next when you have the staff at the table, what to do? Let's start with the standard point and "this
please." In Korean that would be "igeo juseyo" (이거 주세요). The first part of the phrase is "igeo"
(이거), or "this." The next part is "juseyo" (주세요), or in English "give." But here we can translate
it to "please." Literally the phrase we have here is "this, give," but it's interpreted as "this, please."

So if you wanted to ask for water, you could say the word for water, "mul" (물), and simply add
"juseyo" at the end. The phrase here would be "mul juseyo" (물 주세요). Literally, it's "water,
give," but interpreted as "water, please." If there's anything else you want, you can just say the
word and add "juseyo" to complete the phrase.

Let's try asking for the check. In Korean, the word for check is "gyesanseo" (계산서). So to ask
for it, we can simply add "juseyo" to ask for it. The phrase here is "gyesanseo juseyo" (계산서
주세요), or "check, please."

When handling money in Korea, it's always important to give and receive with two hands. This
displays respect, and is expected in almost any situation where money is involved. This includes
credit cards as well. So anytime you hand a bill back to the restaurant staff, make sure it's with
two hands. Read more on this etiquette in quicktips 1.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
저기요. jeogiyo. Excuse me, or over here.
이거 주세요. igeo juseyo. This please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
이거. igeo. This.
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Hangul Romanized English
주다. juda (주세요). To give (dic. form).
물. mul. Water.
계산서. gyesanseo. Check, bill.

QUICK TIP

Giving with two hands is not just limited to money. When pouring a drink for someone it's
respectful to pour with two hands. When giving someone a gift, it's respectful to hand it to that
person with two hands. It's also good manners to receive items with two hands. When you are
receiving money, a gift, or even having a drink poured for you, two hands are better than one!

QUICK TIP 2

There's another important cultural point regarding money we should address here. Lets say you
have a part-time job and you are getting paid in cash. After you've done a good job and your
employer is ready to pay you, you'll most likely receive that cash in an envelope. In Korea it's
considered proper etiquette to give cash in an envelope. That's why nearly all ATM's in Korea
have envelopes to take with you. But if you're just paying at the register of some convenience
store or a bakery shop, don't bother with envelopes. Envelopes are used for people who know
each other.
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Lesson 13: Restaurant 2 - Table Etiquette
잘 먹겠습니다 (jal meokgess-seumnida)

LESSON NOTES

In Korean culture, when you go out to eat in a group, the oldest person or person of highest
social ranking typically pays for the meal. For example if your co-workers all go out together,
the boss is expected to pay for the meal. So when you go to dinner, knowing that someone will
provide for your meal, we have the following phrase to express your gratitude.

This phrase is "jal meokgess-seumnida" (잘 먹겠습니다). The first part of the phrase is "jal"
(잘), which means "good" or "well." The second part of the phrase is "meokgess-seumnida"
(먹겠습니다), which means "will eat." Literally the phrase we have here is "well, will eat." The
subject "I" is inferred here. So we can interpret this phrase as "I will eat well" or maybe something
along the lines of "Thank you for the meal that I will eat." It's a very loose translation, but while
you're saying that you'll enjoy the meal, the notion of gratitude is the main notion of this phrase.
And as this is this is the future tense, it's used before you eat a meal.

This phrase is used whenever you're grateful to receive a meal. It can be used in the following
situations: Someone pays for your meal, your friend cooks you dinner, your mother makes your
dinner (even if she makes it for you everyday), the lunch lady plops some food on your plate.
Anytime someone has put in some effort to provide for your meal, this phrase is appropriate to
show your gratitude.

That's our pre-chow down phrase; to compliment this, we'll go over a post-chow down phrase.
After you've finished a grand meal of kings, you've got your belt unbuckled and a toothpick
hanging from your mouth, you should express your gratitude before your food coma kicks in. To
do this you can say "jal meokeoss-seumnida" (잘 먹었습니다). The first part of the phrase once
again means "well." The second part means "ate." Literally the phrase here is "well, ate" (again,
"I" is assumed). This can be interpreted as “I ate well” or maybe something along the lines of
"Thank you for the great meal that I ate." Again, this is a loose translation. But just like the first
phrase, gratitude is the main notion of this phrase. This phrase can be used in any situation that
the "pre-chow down" phrase can be used.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
잘 먹겠습니다. jal meokgess-seumnida. Thank you for the meal that I

will eat (I will eat well).
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Hangul Romanized English
잘 먹었습니다. jal meokeoss-seumnida. Thank you for the great meal

that I ate (I ate well).

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
잘. jal. Well.
먹다 (먹겠습니다, 먹었습니
다).

meokda
(meokgess-seumnida,
meokeoss-seumnida)

To eat.

QUICK TIP

Korea is a group oriented society. What this means is, the individual is secondary to the group.
An example of this is when a group of friends hang out. When a group of Koreans go out,
typically one person will pay for the bill, no matter what the cost (well... within reason). Then
they'll go out to a bar; a different person in the party will pay. Then they'll go out singing at a
noraebang (Korean style karaoke); there another person will pay. If no one has paid the whole
night, they should offer to pay for the next time out. This is a common practice among many
circle of friends, but this is especially true with Koreans. Koreans can meet someone for the first
time, and pay for his or her night out that same day. As this is the case, "jal meokgess-seumnida"
and "jal meokeoss-seumnida" should come in handy!
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Lesson 14: Restaurant 3 - Delicious!
맛있어요 (massisseoyo)

LESSON NOTES

Kimchi, galbi, bulgogi, bibimbap, kimchi jjigae, pajeon, etc.... Mmm! If you haven't heard of any
of these, these are some popular Korean dishes. And if you're really into Korean food, you know
how delicious some of the dishes are. You can express how delicious you think Korean food
is by saying "massisseoyo" (맛있어요). This translates into "delicious," or "tasty." There are
four syllables. The first three syllables are interconnected and can't really be broken down into
syllables when spoken.

Now that we can express how delicious Korean food is, we can now ask someone what they
recommend, or rather, what they think is delicious. This phrase here is "mwo-ga massisseoyo"
(뭐가 맛있어요). The first syllable of the phrase "mwo," which means "what." "Ga" follows, and
that is a subject marker. The last part is "massisseoyo" or as we've covered, "delicious." The
phrase we literally have here is "what, delicious"? This can be interpreted as "What is delicious?,"
or as we use in English, "What do you recommend?"

If you ask a Korean this question, kimchi may very likely be number one on their lists. Check out
more on Koreans and kimchi in quicktips 1.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
맛있어요. masisseoyo. Delicious.
뭐가 맛있어요? mwo-ga masisseoyo? What do you recommend?

(What's delicious?)

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
뭐. mwo. What.
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QUICK TIP

Let's say you observe a Korean couple eating an elegant meal at one of the finest restaurants
in Seoul. They've ordered some of the fattest steaks on the menu. It's one of the juiciest steaks
you've ever seen, and you're envious. They really seem to be enjoying their meal, but they start
complaining in the middle of it. They want some kimchi!

What is it with Koreans and kimchi? They eat kimchi nearly every meal. Why is that? What's
the big secret? Well, a general consensus is, if they don't have kimchi with their meal they feel
like something's missing, especially with western food. Generally, the Korean palette needs
something pickled, like kimchi. If Koreans can't get their hands on kimchi, they'll settle for pickles.
It's like a home base for them. They need to always go back to that sour, pickled flavor, no matter
what they eat.
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Lesson 15: Restaurant 4 - Smoking or
Non-smoking
금연석 드릴까요? (geumyeonseok deulilkkayo?)

LESSON NOTES

In Korea, it's still common and acceptable for people to smoke in restaurants. Smoking in public
buildings are not allowed, but anywhere you sit down to have a meal or a drink is usually fair
game. As this is the case, we'll go over the words for "smoking section" and "non-smoking
section" in today's phrase.

When you first enter a restaurant the first thing you'll probably hear is "eoseo osipsio." If you
remember from our lesson "Business Greetings" this means "welcome." The next most likely
question you'll be asked is "heubyeonseok deulilkkayo?" (흡연석 드릴까요?). The first part of
the phrase is "heubyeonseok." This phrase literally means "smoking seat," which can also be
translated as "smoking area" or "smoking section." The next part of the phrase is "deulilkkayo"
(드릴까요). This phrase is used to ask if one should give someone something. It can be
translated as "shall I give (you)?" But this is a very polite and respectful way of asking "shall I
give (you)?" Expect to hear this phrase a lot when you're a customer in Korea. Altogether the
phrase literally means "smoking seat, shall I give?" This can be interpreted as "Shall I give you a
table in the smoking section?"

In addition to "heubyeonseok deulilkkayo," the restaurant staff may ask "geumyeonseok
deulilkkayo?" (금연석 드릴까요?). And, you guessed it! This phrase means "Shall I give you
a table in the non-smoking section?" The first phrase and this phrase is almost identical. The
only thing that changes is the first syllable. The first syllable in the first phrase, is "heub."
The first syllable in the second phrase is "geum." This changes the word into non-smoking
seat (geumyeonseok). So the phrase we literally have is "geumyeonseok deulilkkayo?" or
"non-smoking seat, shall I give?" This can be interpreted as "Shall I give you a table in the
non-smoking section?"

So for all you non-smokers, you can take the initiative and ask for a non-smoking seat. All you
need to say is "geumyeonseok juseyo." The first part of the phrase is "geumyeonseok," which
once again means "non-smoking seat." The last part of the phrase is "juseyo" which means
"please." Altogether, we literally have "non-smoking seat, please."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
흡연석 드릴까요? heubyeonseok deulilkkayo? Shall I give you a table in the

smoking seat?
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Hangul Romanized English
금연석 드릴까요? geumyeonseok deulilkkayo? Shall I give you a table in the

non-smoking seat?
금연석 주세요. geumyeonseok juseyo. A non-smoking seat, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
흡연석. heubyeonseok. Smoking seat.
드리다 (드릴까요). deulida (deulilkkayo). Shall I give (you).
금연석. geumyeonseok. Non-smoking seat.

QUICK TIP

Smoking culture in Korea is very different than what you might be used to. Generally speaking
there are double standards for men and women who smoke. Men for the most part are culturally
allowed to smoke wherever they wish. It's no problem for a man to be walking down the street
with a cigarette in hand. However, it may be rare to see a woman doing the same thing. This
is because Korea is a  male-centered society. If a woman were to smoke in the streets, they
may get yelled at by an older man. The reason behind this is because Korea is a group-oriented
society. And as a result, a loosely perceived familial connection extends to other Koreans,
even if they're strangers. So if an older man saw his daughter smoking, he would yell at her.
And because of the familial connection that most Koreans have with each other, even among
strangers, it's acceptable for a stranger to yell at a woman. And for that reason, women do not
smoke outdoors.

There's no problem for women to smoke indoors, but for whatever reason, smoking outdoors is
faux pas.
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Lesson 16: Restaurant 5 - How Many People?
(And Numbers)
몇분 이세요? (myeotbun iseyo?)

LESSON NOTES

One of the first things you'll be asked when stepping in a restaurant is, "How many people?"
Let's learn how to at least recognize the question. The question "How many people?" in Korean
is "myeotbun iseyo" (몇분 이세요?). The first syllable of the phrase is "myeot" (몇). This is the
interrogative for the English "how many?" or "how much?" The next word in the phrase is "bun"
(분). This is the honorific counter for people. The last part is "iseyo" (이세요). This is an honorific
version of the copula, or "is." Literally, the phrase here is "how many, people, is." It's interpreted
as "How many people are there?" (in your party is inferred).

Now how do you respond to this? Let's start by going over the numbers 1 to 5, "hana, dul, set,
naet, daseot" (하나, 둘, 셋, 냇, 다섯).

Now lets add the counter for people, which is "myeong" (명). This counter "myeong" (명), and
the counter "bun" (분) bother mean people, but the former is non-honorific, and the latter is
honorific. The non-honorific counter for people, "myeong," is used here because you are referring
to yourself, and in Korean, you don't honor yourself. The honorific counter "bun" (분), is used only
when referring to other people.

When we add a counter to the end of numbers 1 to 4, these numbers change slightly in
pronunciation. One, or "hana" (하나) becomes "han" (한) when you add something to the end.
With the counter "myeong" (명) it's "han-myeong" (한명). This means one person. The number
two is "dul" (둘). When you add the counter, it changes to "du-myeong" (두명), which means two
people. Three, or "set" (셋), changes to "se-myeong" (세명), with the counter. This is 3 people.
And four, "naet" (냇) changes to "nae-myeong" (내명) with the counter. This means 4 people.

If you remember the number for 5, it's "daseot" (다섯). This does not change when you add any
counters to the end of it. So 5 people would be "daseot-myeong" (다섯명).

Check out quicktips one for more numbers; listen in on the bonus track to hear those numbers.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
몇분 이세요? myeotbun iseyo? How many people?
한명. han-myeong. One person.
두명. du-myeong. Two people.
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Hangul Romanized English
세명. se-myeong. Three people.
내명. nae-myeong. Four people.
다섯명. daseot-myeong. Five people.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
몇. myeot. How many.
분. bun. Counter for people (honorific).
이다 (이세요). ida (iseyo). Is/are (honorific).
명. myeong. Counter for people

(non-honorific).
하나. hana. One.
둘. dul. Two.
셋. set. Three.
냇. naet. Four.
다섯. daseot. Five.
여섯. yeoseot. Six.
일곱. ilgob. Seven.
여덟. yeodeol. Eight.
아홉. ahob. Nine.
열. yeol. Ten.

QUICK TIP

The numbers 1 through 10 are listed below.

1 - hana 하나

2 - dul 둘

3 - set 셋

4 - naet 냇

5 - daseot 다섯

6 - yeoseot 여섯

7 - ilgob 일곱

8 - yeodeol 여덟

9 - ahob 아홉

10 - yeol 열

When you add a counter, remember, numbers 1 to 4 change.
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1 - hana (하나) changes to "han~" (한~)

2 - dul (둘) changes to "du~" (두~)

3 - set (셋) changes to "se~" (세~)

4 - naet (냇) changes to "nae~"(내~)

If you add a counter to numbers 5 to 10, there is no change.

QUICK TIP 2

There are so many different counters in Korean that it's hard for even native-Korean speakers to
keep up with them. They all differ according to what noun you're counting. In today's lesson, the
counter for people is either myeong (명) or bun (분). There are counters for mechanical devices,
books, bottles, and so many more. These counters come at the end of the numbers.
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Lesson 17: Counters
맥주 세잔 주세요 (maekju se-jan juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

As Korean has numerous counters, there's a lot of work to be done. Let's get started right away!

To start, let's review by reviewing the numbers 1 to 5:

one - "hana" (하나)

two - "dul" (둘)

three - "set" (셋)

four - "naet" (냇)

five - "daseot" (다섯)

Counters come at the end of numbers. And remember, the numbers one to four change
when there's a counter attached to the end of these number. Let's add the counter for people,
"myeong" (명). So one person should be "han-myeong" (한명), two people "du-myeong"
(두명), three people "se-myeong" (세명), and four people "nae-myeong" (내명). Five people,
"daseot-myeong" (다섯명), has no change in pronunciation.

Let's try adding the counter for glasses or cups. That counter is "jan" (잔). For one glass, it would
be "han-jan" (한잔). Once again, the numbers one to four change in pronunciation because of the
counter that comes at the end of it. So one, which is normally ''hana'' changes to ''han'' because
of what comes after it. Two glasses would be "du-jan" (두잔), three glasses "se-jan" (세잔), four
glasses "nae-jan" (내잔), and five glasses "daseot-jan" (다섯잔).

Let's be a little more specific. How about some beers? Beer in Korean is "maekju" (맥주). We
can simply add "maekju" in front of the number of glasses. For three beers it would be "maekju
se-jan" (맥주 세잔). Literally we have "beer, three, glass." It can be interpreted as ''three glasses
of beer.'' To order it from a restaurant you can simply add "please," or "juseyo" (주세요) at the
end. To order you can use the phrase "maekju se-jan juseyo" (맥주 세잔 주세요).

This counter "jan" can be used for cups of coffee, water, milk, and anything else that comes in a
glass.
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Now if you're counting something that you don't know the counter for, there is a general counter.
This can be used probably around 50% of the time. And as we're not experts in Korean yet, it
should be very nice to have something to fall back on. This general counter is "gae" (개). It can
loosely be interpreted as "piece" or "unit." Once again, this number changes numbers one to four
in pronunciation. Let's take a look at numbers one to five with the general counter ''gae'' added
onto the end.

"Han-gae" (한개), "du-gae" (두개), "se-gae" (세개), "nae-gae" (내개), "daseot-gae" (다섯개 ).

As cans do not have their own specific counter, we can use ''gae'' to count cans of beer. ''Four
cans of beer'' would be ''maekju nae-gae.'' What this literally translates into is ''beer, four, units.''
But here we can interpret this as ''four cans of beer.''

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
맥주 세잔 주세요. maekju se-jan juseyo. Three glasses of beer please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
맥주. maekju. Beer.
세잔. se-jan. Three glasses.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo) Please.
세개. se-gae. Three pieces, three units.
병. byeong. Bottle.

QUICK TIP

As beers may come in cups/glasses/mugs (jan), they may also come in bottles or cans. This may
make or break a night, so getting those counters are important!

The counter for bottles is "byeong" (병). Check out the bonus track to listen to this counter.

One bottle is "han-byeong." Two bottles is "du-byeong." Three bottles is "se-byeong." Four
bottles is "nae-byeong." And five bottles is "daseot-byeong." To clarify that you want one bottle of
beer, simply add the word beer, or "maekju" in front. One bottle of beer is "maekju han-byeong."

QUICK TIP 2

The Korean beer industry is dominated by 3 brands: Hite, Cass, and OB (actually, I don't recall
any other domestic beer other than these three). These three brands are all fairly similar in taste
and price. They all have their own variations, which, honestly, doesn't vary much. These beers
are obviously the cheapest you'll find in Korea, as they are domestic. And almost anywhere you
go will have one of these on tap. Foreign beers aren't difficult to come by, but they can be quite
expensive depending on where you go. In addition to it being expensive, you may have trouble
finding your favorite beers as Korea's international beer selection is quite limited.
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Lesson 18: How Much?
얼마에요? (eolmaeyo?)

LESSON NOTES

When traveling to Korea, you'll definitely want to know the phrase "How much?" For the most
part, shopping in Korea is cheap, especially in the marketplaces. But some of these marketplace
vendors won't have prices listed. That's where this phrase will come in handy.

"How much?" in Korean is "eolmaeyo?" (얼마에요?). The intonation of the phrase should be
rising, dropping, and then leveling out. If your intonation is wrong, it won't change the meaning of
the phrase, but it is something to consider to sound as natural as possible.

The easiest way to identify what you are inquiring about is to point and ask "How much?" For
items that are close, you may say "this," or in Korean "igeo" (이거). "Igeo" is pretty much an exact
translation of the English word "this." The phrase "How much is this?" is "igeo eolmaeyo?" (이거
얼마에요). In Korean, the word "this" comes in front of the phrase "how much." Altogether we
have "igeo eolmaeyo?" Literally this means "this, how much?" It can be interpreted as "How
much is this?"

The word for "that," or "geugeo" (그거), is also pretty much an exact translation and can be
used just like English version. The phrase "How much is that?" is "geugeo eolmaeyo?" (그거
얼마에요). "Geugeo" or "that," also comes in front of "eolmaeyo" or "How much?" Literally this
means "that, how much?" It can be interpreted as "How much is that?"

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
얼마에요? eolmaeyo? How much?
이거 얼마에요? igeo eolmaeyo? How much is this?
그거 얼마에요? geugeo eolmaeyo? How much is that?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
얼마. eolma. How much?
이다 (에요). ida (eyo). To be.
이거. igeo. This.
그거. geugeo. That.
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QUICK TIP

Shopping in Korea may be a little deceiving. You may be under the impression that Korea is
cheap. And for the most part it is. However, if you're looking for name brand shopping, it'll cost
you!

Name brands sold in department stores are typically much more expensive than what you would
find in other countries. So if you are dying for a Louis Vuitton bag and can't wait till after your stay
in Korea, you'll most likely be paying much more than you would in your home country.

However, Korea is well known (or maybe not as well known as it should be) for it's counterfeit
bag industry. There are tons of these shops, mostly located in the Itaewon district. Just walking
the streets, there's a high probability that you'll come across solicitors asking if you want to buy
bags.

When in the process of buying one of these counterfeit bags, you will come across different
quality grades, "A" being the highest quality. Personally, I have never bought one of these bags,
but I have heard that even though they are counterfeit, they can sometimes sell for nearly 75%
of the cost of a real bag. This is because of the high quality these counterfeiters produce. Some
people say that these bags are nearly impossible to tell apart from a genuine bag.

I've heard of stories of people buying some of these bags in Korea, then going to an actual brand
name store and buying a real bag. After they have the real bag, they'll return the fake bag that
they bought and get a full refund, all while keeping the real bag! Now, I'm not condoning this
behavior, or even saying these stories are true. I'm just saying, there are rumors out there that
say these bags are some good stuff!
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Lesson 19: Cheaper please
깎아주세요 (kkakka-juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

When you're in Korea and you're on a budget, you'll want to have this phrase handy. Today's
phrase is ''kkakka-juseyo'' (깎아주세요), or "Cheaper, please." The first part of the phrase
"kkakka" (깎아) literally means "to cut" or "to shave." In this sense it can be interpreted as
shaving some of the price off. The second half of the phrase, "juseyo" (주세요), means "give,"
or in this context "please" (because you are asking for a favor). Together the phrase "kkakka
juseyo" literally means "shave, please." This can be interpreted as "Cheaper, please."

Now Korea is like a big ol' market where haggling is fair game almost anywhere you go. Haggling
at markets is expected. It won't be difficult to get a discount at small mom and pop shops either.
But surprisingly, it's not uncommon to get a few won shaved off your purchase at big chain
stores.

In Korea, there is a chain supermarket/discount store (much like Walmart in America) called
"Kim's Club." And the Kim's Club that was in my neighborhood had just opened a new Levi's
section. I was just browsing through some clothes and I came across a shirt that I liked. I wasn't
in love with this shirt, but I did like it. It was selling for 23,000 won. So I decided that if I could
haggle it down to 20,000 won, I would buy it. I told a staff member "kkakka juseyo" or "Cheaper,
please." He politely told me that he couldn't do it. I saw that no one else was in this section of the
store; I figured that he would eventually bring down the price if I stuck around long enough. So
I just browsed some more, inching my way towards a seemingly inevitable exit. He eventually
succumbed to my masterful plan, and agreed to bring it down to 20,000 won. Three thousand
won, well saved.

Another time at Carrefour (a French chain that made it's way over to Korea) I was shopping for
some kimchi. I was looking at this special kind of kimchi, and I asked "eolmaeyo?" (얼마에요?)
or "How much?" She told me the price, and I just mumbled to myself that it was too expensive. I
was actually just thinking out loud to myself and wasn't looking to get a discount. But she insisted
that I buy it. She asked me how much I wanted to buy it for. I gave her a price, and she gave it to
me right then and there for that price.

Moral of the story? Don't be scared off by big name chain stores. You won't be thrown discounts
everywhere you go, but it does happen. It all depends on the situation and who you're dealing
with.
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
깎아주세요. kkakka-juseyo. Cheaper, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
깎다. kkakkda. (kkakka) To shave, to trim.
주다. juda. (juseyo) To give (please).

QUICK TIP

As it is with any business, the big targets are the big spenders. And as Korea is one of the most
homogeneous nations in the world, having a foreign face is usually equated to being a tourist, or
in the eyes of some businesses, big spenders.

As a result some businesses may try to take advantage of this. To any Korean that comes to a
market vendor, a shirt may be 10,000 won. But to a foreigner, that same shirt may be 15,000
won. It's not necessarily racism; it's more an unethical business tactic. It's not all the time this
happens, but it's not uncommon either. So if you feel like you're getting ripped off, make sure to
shop around. Go to a vendor where prices are listed. Use the same shopping tactics as if you
were shopping in your home country. If you're a good bargain shopper at home, you'll be a good
bargain shopper in Korea.
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Lesson 20: Numbers and One Very Useful
Phone Number
02-1330 (gong i - il sam sam gong)

LESSON NOTES

Whether you're a tourist, a resident, or even Korean, there's something that is useful for anybody.
The Korea Tourism Organization (KTO) is a government funded organization which helps
promote tourism in Korea. And to help tourists during their stay in Korea, they provide a phone
number to assist tourists in any way. That phone number is 1330. Originally in the mp3 I said the
number was 02-1330, but 02 is the area code for Seoul, where I was located. For more on area
codes and how to call, check out quicktip one.

When I was in Korea, I heard about this number through a friend. She didn't speak much Korean,
but she always knew how to get places, what restaurants were good, and when the last bus or
train would be. I didn't understand how she was so knowledgeable without really knowing the
language. She finally told me about this phone number and it changed my world.

Anytime I was going out, buying tickets to a show, meeting friends for dinner, looking for a movie
theater, or even needed a suggestion on a good restaurant, I would call this number. Most of
the time I used this number for bus routes (as bus was one of the better means of transportation
where I was located). But they have all the information you could want as the phone operators
have access to the internet. The operators speak English as well, so even if you're Korean is
limited, there won't be any language problems.

The phone number was given with the Sino-Korean numbers, or numbers that were influenced
by China. There's also another set of numbers that Koreans use, native-Korean numbers, but for
today, we'll be focusing on the Sino-Korean numbers. These numbers are as follows:

1 - il (일)

2 - i (이)

3 - sam (삼)

4 - sa (사)

5 - o (오)

6 - yuk (육)

7 - chil (칠)
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8 - pal (팔)

9 - gu (구)

10 - sip (십)

You'll come across these numbers quite frequently as prices are quoted using this number
system. Also months don't have any names, but are rather expressed using these numbers [i.e. il
wol, (일월), is one month, or first month - January]. If you are familiar with Chinese or Japanese,
a few of these may sound familiar.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
일. il. One.
이. i. Two.
삼. sam. Three.
사. sa. Four.
오. o. Five.
육. yuk. Six.
칠. chil. Seven.
팔. pal. Eight.
구. gu. Nine.
십. sip. Ten.

QUICK TIP

According to the website, there is no service charge and the phone lines are open 24-hours. You
simply have to pay local calling rates. When calling from a land line, you have to dial "1330."
When calling from a cell phone, the area code is required. There are different area codes for
each province. The area codes are as follows:

Seoul: 02

Gyeonggi: 031

Incheon: 032

Gangwon: 033

Chungnam: 041

Daejeon: 042

Chungbuk: 043

Busan: 051

Ulsan: 052
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Daegu: 053

Gyeongbuk: 054

Gyeongnam: 055

Jeonnam: 061

Gwangju: 062

Jeonbuk: 063

Jeju: 064

For more details on the Korea Tourism Organization and their services, check out their website.
They have tons of valuable information for anyone wanting to know more about Korea.
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Lesson 21: Currency
천원 (cheonwon)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll go over something that everybody should learn before embarking on a trip
to Korea. In today's lesson, we're going to cover Korean currency. Now the Korean economy has
been on the rise the last couple of years. It's been consistently rising against the American dollar
the past few years, and has recently reached one of its highest mark against the American dollar.
When I was working in Korea and came back to America, I came back with quite a bit of cash.
The exchange rate really worked in my favor.

Korean currency is "won" (원). The symbol for won is '₩.' It's basically a 'W' with either one or
two lines across it. In regards to paper money, the won comes in denominations of ₩10,000,
₩5,000, and ₩1,000. Coins come in denominations of ₩500, ₩100, ₩50, ₩10, ₩5, and ₩1.
It's not very common to see coins smaller than ₩10.

When counting money, we use the Sino-Korean numbers, or numbers that were influenced by
China.

The first one we'll cover today is ₩1,000. This, in Korean, is "cheonwon" (천원). The first syllable,
"cheon" (천), means "thousand." The second syllable, "won" (원), is the currency, "won."

Next is ₩5,000. Five thousand won in Korean is "ocheonwon" (오천원). The first syllable is
"o" (오), which means "five." The next two syllables are once again "cheonwon," which means
"thousand, won. " Altogether the phrase literally means "five, thousand, won."

And lastly we have the ₩10,000 bill. This is "manwon" (만원). The first syllable "man" (만) means
"ten thousand." And the syllable after that is, once again, "won." Literally, it's "ten thousand,
won."

If you wanted to say ₩50,000 you can simply add "o" or "five," to ten thousand, or "man." This
would be "oman." Now add "won." "Omanwon" would literally be "five, ten thousand, won," or in
English "fifty thousand won" (₩50,000).

Because the largest denomination in Korea is ₩10,000 (roughly equivalent to $10 American) you
may find yourself with a big wallet. It may feel good to have a fat wallet, but it's not very practical.
And just for that reason banks issue a ₩100,000 check, which is close to $100 American. If
you're going to use this check, you should carry your phone number and hotel address with you
as you'll have to sign it and write down your phone number and/or address on the back.
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₩100,000 in Korean is "simmanwon" (십만원). The first syllable is "sip" (it changes to "sim" when
it's next to "man"). This means "ten." The next syllable is "man," which once again means "ten
thousand." And lastly we have "won." This is literally "ten, ten thousand, won" or when translated,
"one hundred thousand won" (₩100,000). The counting system takes a little getting used to as it
differs from Western languages.

₩100 is "baekwon" (백원). This means "hundred, won." After that we have ₩500. This would be
"obaekwon" (오백원). This is actually "five, hundred, won." Pretty straight forward.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
원. won. Won (₩).
천원. cheonwon. ₩1,000.
오천원. ocheonwon. ₩5,000.
만원. manwon. ₩10,000.
십만원. simmanwon. ₩100,000.
백원. baekwon. ₩100.
오백원. obaekwon. ₩500.

QUICK TIP

In Korean, counting words go for every four zeros, whereas in English, counting words go for
every three zeros. For example, in English you would count from ten, hundred, thousand, and
then ten thousand. Thousand is the last of these counting words, which has three zeros, and
then the counting starts over again with ten thousand.

In Korean it would be sip (십), baek (백), cheon (천), man(만), or in English ten, hundred,
thousand, ten thousand. Here, "man" is the last of these numbers, and "man" has four zeros.
After "man" the counting would start over again. The next number would be "simman" (십만)
which is literally "ten, ten thousand." When translated it's "one hundred thousand."

Counting is done in 10's (sip, 십), 100's (baek, 백), 1,000's (cheon, 천), 10,000's (man, 만).

If you wanted to say 20, you would say "two, ten," or in Korean, "isip" (이십). Simply say the first
numeral, and add the correct amount of zeros, in this case one zero, which would translate to
"sip" or "ten." For 200 it would be "two, hundred" or "ibaek" (이백). For 2,000 it would be "two,
thousand ," or "icheon" (이천). And for 20,000, it would "iman" or "two, ten thousand." The only
time you don't say the first number is when there's a "1" for the first numeral. The number "10"
would simply be "sip" not "ilsip."

The numbers of course go higher than 10,000, but when it comes to money, 10,000 is about all
you will need to know.

"Ten, ten thousand, won" or "simmanwon" is ₩100,000. This is roughly equivalent to $100 US.

"Hundred, ten thousand, won" or "baekmanwon" is ₩1,000,000. This is roughly equivalent to
$1,000 US.
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"Thousand, ten thousand, won" or "cheonmanwon" is ₩10,000,000. This is roughly equivalent to
$10,000 US.

It can get pretty confusing and can take a while to get use to the counting system. But once
you're in Korea and counting money all the time, it won't be so difficult.

QUICK TIP 2

A method that is used by many Americans to count Korean money is to subtract three zeros
from the number. For instance, ₩10,000 is roughly equivalent to $10 American. So if you take
₩10,000 and subtract three zeros, the resulting number would be ₩10. Now all you have to do is
change "₩" to "$" to get $10. It's not an exact amount, but it's close enough to give you a grasp
of what you're spending.
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Lesson 22: Internet Cafe
피씨방 (pissibang)

LESSON NOTES

As Korea is one of the most connected places in the world, there are tons of internet cafes all
over Korea. And as there's ample opportunity to contact home, you'll definitely want to know the
word for "internet cafe." The word for "internet cafe" is "pissibang" (피씨방). The first part of this
word is "pissi" (피씨), which is taken from the English word "PC," or "personal computer." The
next part is "bang" (방), which means "room." Altogether it's "PC, room," which can be translated
as "Internet Cafe."

Now these may be called "Internet Cafe" in English, but there's nothing cafe-esque about these.
They're dark, smoky, and loud. They usually sell drinks and snacks, but it's not anything special.
They sell things such as potato chips and can drinks. Sometimes instant noodles will be on the
menu.

Everyone in Korea is connected to the internet, but they still go to internet cafes for a variety
of reasons. People go to check their mail, watch dramas online, surf the web, chat, word
processing, etc. But the number one reason why people go to PC Bang is for the games. The
Korean gaming industry is out of this world! It's a huge industry in Korea. Check out quicktips 2
for more on Korean gaming.

A testament to Korea's connectivity to the world is when my boss went to Korea. He was looking
for a famous galbi restaurant but couldn't find it. He was in Gangnam station, and opened up his
computer. Surprisingly, he found a wireless network that he could connect to! The internet is all
over Korea, and "PC Bangs" aren't hard to find. They are always in walking distance.

"PC Bang" will typically have a counter. Usually they'll have a stack of cards on the counter. You
don't even have to talk to the staff. Just pick up a card and sit down at a computer. Next you do
either one of two things, depending on the PC Bang. One option is to sit down and insert your
card into a slot, typically located on top of the actual body of the computer. It has a smart-chip
that will keep track of the time you stay. Another way is to enter a number into the computer. A
card will usually have a number on the back. You take this number and enter it into the computer.
The login screen you see should have 3 entry fields. Two of these fields are for usernames and
passwords for frequent customers. The last one is for, guests. Guests login with the number on
the back of the card.

"PC Bang" usually charge by the hour, and the rates are close to $1.50 US an hour.
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Now for those of you who can't leave home without your laptop. To ask if a place has wireless
internet, we can ask "museon inteonet dwaeyo?" (무선 인터넷 돼요?). The first part of this
phrase is "museon" (무선). This means "wireless." The next part is "inteonet (인터넷). This is the
Korean word for "internet." Lastly we have "dwaeyo" (돼요?). This means "can" or "possible."
Literally the phrase is "wireless, internet, possible?" This can be interpreted as "Does this place
have wireless internet?"

Now if the place does have wireless internet, they may require you to login. To get over that
last hurdle, we can ask "username and password, please." This in Korean would be "aidi-hago
bimilbeonho juseyo" (아이디하고 비밀번호 주세요). The first part of the phrase is "aidi" (아이디).
This is the Koreanized version of the word "ID." Next is "hago" (하고), which means "and."
What follows "and" is "bimilbeonho" (비밀번호), which literally means "secret number." This can
be interpreted as "password." And lastly, we have "juseyo" (주세요). This means, "to give" or
"please." Literally the phrase here is "ID, and, password, please." This should be very straight
forward.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
무선 인터넷 돼요? museon inteonet dwaeyo? Does this place have wireless

internet?
아이디하고 비밀번호 주세요. aidi-hago bimilbeonho juseyo. Username and password,

please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
피씨방. pissibang. Internet Cafe.
무선. museon. Wireless.
이터넷. inteonet. Internet.
되다 (돼요). dweda (dwaeyo). To become (to be able).

QUICK TIP

Korea has one of the most internet-savy societies in the world. It's among the highest ranks
in the world in terms of percentage of internet users. A testament to this is the sheer amount
of internet cafe's located in Korea. If you're in a downtown area, there can be up to five or six
internet cafe's on the same block. And on many days they will be filled to the capacity. Because
the internet is so cheap in Korea, many people even use "PC Bang" as a temporary hotel. Since
public transportation stops running after a certain time, sometimes people choose to stay at a
"PC bang," sleeping in computer chairs, instead of lodging up at a hotel.

QUICK TIP 2

Gaming in Korea is a huge industry. There are two cable channels in Korea dedicated to
computer games. People go to events where the game is played live, and cheer just like they
would at a baseball game. Gaming is almost seen as a sport where the players train and
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practice. The most popular game, by far, is Starcraft. This game will be in any "PC Bang" you go
to, without a doubt. Now this game is about 10 years old, but it still hasn't lost it's flavor in Korea.
Actually, Starcraft is what sent Korea into this gaming frenzy. Now they have tournaments,
prizes, and even tours for pros. Koreans are usually among the top ranks of pro gamers.
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Lesson 23: Riding the Bus 1
서울역 가요? (Seoul-yeok gayo?)

LESSON NOTES

In Korea the bus is an important means of transportation. However, before you get on the bus
you probably want to confirm if the bus is going to your destination. We can accomplish this by
asking "Does this bus go to" and then add in a destination. In today’s lesson we’ll use Seoul
station. In Korean “station” is "yeok" (역). For Seoul station, we can simply add Seoul (서울), the
name of the station, in front of the word for station, "yeok." Altogether it's "Seoul-yeok," or "Seoul
station."

”Does this bus go to Seoul station” is "Seoul-yeok gayo?" (서울역 가요?). The first word
"Seoul-yeok" (서울역) means Seoul station. Once again "Seoul" (서울) is the name of the station,
and "yeok"(역) is the word for station. This is followed by "gayo" (가요), which in English means
"go." Literally the phrase means "Seoul station, go." But it’s understood as “does this go to Seoul
station?” The word "bus" or "train," or even the word "this" is not actually in this question, but if
you ask while pointing, it should be easy to understand.

To go to a different location, you can simply replace the phrase's location, in this case
"Seoul-yeok." Let's try going to Gangnam station, another station where many buses stop. To
say the name of a station, we can say the station name, and simply add the word for station,
"yeok," at the end. In this case it would be "Gangnam-yeok." And to complete the phrase, we can
add the word "go." The phrase here would be "Gangnam-yeok gayo?" (강남역 가요?). Literally
this means "Gangnam station, go?" It's interpreted as "Does this go to Gangnam station?"

Lastly to make your trip in Korea a little easier, there's something called a "gyotong kadeu"
(교통카드), which means "transportation card." It's a card which can be bought in convenience
stores, and charged at subway stations. It'll be much easier to pay for your trips as all you have
to do is place it above a reader.

To ask for a transportation card, you can say "gyotongkadeu juseyo" (교통카드 주세요). Literally
the phrase is "transportation card, please." Remember these are bought in convenience stores,
and charged at subway stations (or anywhere they have a transportation card sign). See
quicktips 1 for more on this.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
서울역 가요? Seoul-yeok gayo? Does this go to Seoul station?
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Hangul Romanized English
교통카드 주세요. gyotongkadeu juseyo. A transportation card, please.
강남역 가요? Gangnam-yeok gayo? Does this go to Gangnam

station?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
서울. Seoul. Seoul.
역. yeok. Station.
가다 (가요). gada (gayo). To go.
교통카드. gyotongkadeu. Transportation card.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). Please.

QUICK TIP

"Gyotongkadeu" is a prepaid transportation card used for Seoul, Incheon, Bundang, among other
places. This card is called "T-Money." Some convenience stores won't sell, or recharge T-money
cards; but stores that do sell or recharge cards will typically have have a T-Money sign outside.

If you don't have one of these cards, you have to go to the ticket vendor and buy an individual
ticket, specific to the station you are going to. But having this card takes the ticket vendor out of
the equation. The ticket gate will automatically take money out of the card for you. And as paying
for trips differ according to the distance of your trip, having a card deduct it automatically for you
will make your life much easier. These cards can be used for both the buses and subway. They
also give you a bit of a discount when you're transferring from bus to subway, subway to bus, or
bus to bus.

In addition to paying for transportation costs, some places will accept T-money as cash. Some
convenience stores for example, will ring up your purchases with just a "click" of your T-Money
card. Some taxis also take T-money as payment. The card is convenient and versatile.

For more on the T-Money "gyotongkadeu" check out this site.

Pusan has its own "gyotongkaedeu" card, which is very similar to T-money. This card is called
Hanaro.
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Lesson 24: Riding the Bus 2
다음 정류장은 뭐에요? (daeum jungnyujang-eun
mwo-eyo?)

LESSON NOTES

Once on the bus, you'll hear announcements informing the passengers of where the bus will stop
next. Most of the time the announcements will be in Korean, with the major stops announced in
both Korean and English. However, in the case that there is no English announcement, you may
not catch the location just announced. Also, in some cases, there won't be announcements at all.
So the phrase "What is the next stop?" may be indispensable.

In Korean "What is the next stop?” is "daeum jungnyujang-eun mwo-eyo" (다음 정류장은
뭐에요?). The first word "daeum" (다음) means "next." The word that follows is "jungnyujang"
(정류장). This word means "stop," as in bus stop. "Eun" (은) is a topic marker and marks the
topic of the sentence. These two are said together as "jungnyujang" is the topic of the sentence.
This is followed by "mwo" (뭐), which means, "what." Lastly we have "eyo" (에요) which is the
copula. Literally we have “next, stop, what, is?” This can be interpreted as "What is the next bus
stop?"

Another way of inquiring could be asking if your desired destination is next. For this phrase we'll
use Gangnam Station, or in Korean "Gangnam-yeok" (강남역) as the destination. The phrase "Is
Gangnam station next?" is "Gangnam-yeok-eun daeum-ieyo?" (강남역은 다음이에요?). The first
word "Gangnam-yeok" (강남역), once again, is "Gangnam station." "Eun" (은) is the topic marker.
These are spoken together as Gangnam station is the topic of the sentence. This is followed
by "daeum" (다음), which in Korean means "next." Lastly we have "ieyo" (이에요), which is the
copula in Korean. If you noticed, the copula differs from the first phrase. The two side by side
are "ieyo"(이에요) and "eyo"(에요). They differ because of the word preceding it, but right now
that’s beyond the scope of this lesson. All together we have "Gangnam-yeok-eun daeum-ieyo?"
(강남역은 다음이에요?). Literally this is "Gangnam station, next, is?" It can be interpreted as "Is
Gangnam station next?"

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
다음 정류장은 뭐에요? daeum jungnyujang-eun

mwo-eyo?
What's the next bus stop?

강남역은 다음이에요? Gangnam-yeok-eun
daeum-ieyo?

Is Gangnam station next?
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
다음. daeum. Next.
정류장. jungnyujang. Bus stop.
뭐. mwo. What.
이다 (에요/이에요). ida (eyo/ieyo). Is (copula).
강남역. Gangnam-yeok. Gangnam station.

QUICK TIP

In Korea, the subways are a great means of transportation. It's easy to figure out, cheap, and
quick. But the buses are even better! (well, at least in my opinion). If you want to get across
Seoul, the quickest means of transportation will most likely be the bus. They have buses that go
almost anywhere. For subways, you may have to transfer once, twice, maybe even three times
to get to a desired destination. Or if you don't have to transfer, you will have to stop at every
stop, as express trains in Korea are lacking. Buses, however, will almost always have a direct
route, many of which are express routes. But remember, it all depends on where you're going.
Sometimes a subway route may be faster.

If you don't know any bus routes, check out our lesson "Numbers and One Very Important Phone
Number." Just call that number, and ask about busses.

QUICK TIP 2

Although buses may be the quickest way to get somewhere, buses in Korea are notoriously
rocky. It's actually not the buses that make trips rocky, it's the bus drivers. Many bus drivers
in Korea are very aggressive drivers. They'll try to make every light, slam the gas when lights
go green, and cut across 4 lanes of traffic to get to an express lane. They will do anything
and everything in their power to make their trip a few minutes faster. Of course this is a
generalization, but this may also contribute to the reason why buses are generally the faster
means of transportation. Most of the time its a front-to-back kind of rocky, not a side-to-side
rocky. If you can get a seat, it'll be much easier to stomach; but if you're standing, hold on tight!
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Lesson 25: Riding the Rails 1
서울역 한장 주세요 (Seoul-yeok han-jang juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

As Korea's major cities are all linked by train, it would be essential to ride a train if you're going to
be traveling within Korea. So for today's lesson, we're going to work on getting a ticket. In most
cases, traveling outside of Seoul by train will most likely start from Seoul Station. So for today's
lesson, we'll use Seoul Station for our location.

The word for station in Korean is "yeok" (역). The station name comes in front of this word. In this
case, it would be "Seoul-yeok" or "Seoul station."

In Korean, "One ticket to Seoul station, please" is "Seoul-yeok han-jang juseyo" (서울역 한장
주세요). The first word is "Seoul-yeok" or "Seoul station." The next word is "han-jang" (한장).
This means "one ticket." If you can remember, "han" means "one." Actually, "hana" (하나) is one,
but the pronunciation changes because something, in this case a counter, is attached to the end
of it. The counter in this phrase is "jang" (장). This is the counter for tickets, paper, or things that
are flat. Once again, "han-jang" means "one ticket." Lastly, we have everyone's favorite "juseyo"
(주세요), which generally means "please." The phrase literally means "Seoul station, one ticket,
please," but this can be interpreted as "One ticket to Seoul station, please."

The last phrase was for one ticket. For two tickets, the phrase is nearly identical. That phrase
is "Seoul-yeok du-jang juseyo" (서울역 두장 주세요). The only thing that changed here was the
number. In our last phrase we had "han-jang" (한장). This is literally, "one, ticket." For two tickets
we can replace one, "han" (한), with two, "du" (두). And we keep the counter for tickets. Two is
actually "dul" (둘), but it changes because of the counter that comes after it. So two tickets would
be "du-jang" (두장). The phrase we literally have is "Seoul station, two tickets, please." This is
understood as "Two tickets to Seoul station, please."

Lastly, we can ask "How much is it to Seoul station?" That question is "Seoul-yeok-eun
eolma-eyo?" (서울역은 얼마에요?). The first word "Seoul-yeok" means "Seoul station." What
follows immediately is "eun" (은), which is a particle that marks the topic of the sentence. The
next portion of the phrase is "eolma-eyo." This means "how much?" Literally the phrase here is
"Seoul station, how much?" This can be interpreted as "How much is it to Seoul station?"
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
서울역 한장 주세요. Seoul-yeok han-jang juseyo. One ticket to Seoul station,

please.
서울역 두장 주세요. Seoul-yeok du-jang juseyo. Two tickets to Seoul station,

please.
서울역은 얼마에요? Seoul-yeok-eun eolma-eyo? How much is it to Seoul

station?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
서울역. Seoul-yeok. Seoul station.
한장. han-jang. One ticket.
두장. du-jang. Two tickets.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give (please).
얼마. eolma. How much.
이다 (에요). ida (eyo). Is, be (copula).

QUICK TIP

Until very recently, there were only local trains that networked Korea. However, as Busan is
Korea's second biggest metropolis, some higher echelons decided it was a good idea to cut
travel time between Seoul and Busan in half. As a result, KTX was born. KTX is a high-speed
train that services Seoul, Busan, and several other cities. It used to be that a train from Seoul to
Busan would take around 5 hours. But with the new KTX trains, the ride is now less than 3 hours.
It has high speeds of around 300km/h (186mph). It's essentially an express train, so it's a little
more expensive than a normal train would be. It costs around 45,000 won (a little more than $45
U.S.). It has a very comfortable and smooth ride, and it's still fairly new, so all the trains are very
modern. For more information, check out the KTX homepage.
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Lesson 26: Riding the Rails 2
부산역 (Busan-yeok)

LESSON NOTES

When taking the subways in Korea there are times when lines may be overwhelming. You
may be in a rush, and need to speed up the process in which you buy your ticket. Or maybe
you forgot what phrase you use to buy a ticket. Whatever the case may be, we have a shorter,
simpler way of getting you to your destination, a few seconds quicker.

If you remember our lesson from "Riding the Rails 1," the phrase we used to get a ticket to Seoul
station was "Seoul-yeok han-jang juseyo" (서울역 한장 주세요). This phrase literally means
"Seoul station, one ticket, please."

For today's lesson, we'll change the location. Today's location will be "Busan-station." In Korean,
this is "Busan-yeok" (부산역). "Busan" (부산) is the name of the station. And "yeok" (역) is the
Korean word for "station."

So if we wanted to use the full phrase, this would be "Busan-yeok han-jang juseyo" (부산역 한장
주세요). "Busan-yeok" as we just covered, means "Busan station." What follows after that is
"han-jang" (한장). "Han" (한) means "one." Actually, "hana" (하나) means "one," but because it's
followed by a counter, the pronunciation changes. That counter is "jang" (장). This is the counter
used for tickets, sheets of paper, CD's, among other things. It's generally used for things that are
flat. The last part of the phrase is "juseyo" (주세요). This means "to give," but can be translated
as "please." The phrase we have altogether is "Busan-yeok han-jang juseyo." This has a literal
meaning of "Busan station, one ticket, please," but is understood as "One ticket to Busan station,
please."

But this may be a bit long for morning rush hour commutes. People all over the world try to
cut corners in order to be as time efficient as possible. A testament to this is the MTA, the
Metropolitan Transit Authority of New York. The New York Times had reported that the MTA
asked its train conductors to refrain from saying things such as "good morning" and "please."
This was all in an effort to be time efficient.

And as that's our aim today, we'll do the same as New York train conductors. We won't say
"please." If we remove "please," or "juseyo" from our phrase, our new phrase should be
"Busan-yeok han-jang" (부산역 한장). What this literally means is "Busan station, one ticket."
Here you can change the number of tickets by replacing the number and adding "jang" to the end
of the number. Remember, numbers one to four change pronunciation when something is added
onto the end.
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And even if this phrase is too long for you, we can shorten this phrase even more. For one ticket
to Busan station, we can simply say the station. Here it would simply be "Busan-yeok." This is,
once again, "Busan station." When "Busan station" is used in this context, it's understood as "one
ticket."

Once again these shortened abbreviations are used mainly for the subways where rush hour
calls for anything quick and easy. If you were to use this at a long distance train terminal, they
may ask you how many people, or which train you want to take. Here you can just say the station
name, and get a ticket for one. Fast and easy.

Now when you get a subway ticket, you have to place that ticket in the ticket gate. Once you
enter the ticket gate, the ticket will come back out. You take the ticket and hold onto it. You need
this ticket to exit. So when you get to your station, just insert the ticket into the gate and exit. This
is to ensure that the correct ticket was bought.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
부산역 한장 주세요. Busan-yeok han-jang juseyo. One ticket to Busan station,

please.
부산역 한장. Busan-yeok han-jang. One ticket to Busan station.
부산역. Busan-yeok. Busan station.

QUICK TIP

Korean subway lines generally don't have names. For the most part they are on a number and
color system. As Seoul has the most extensive subway system in Korea, Seoul has lines from
number one to eight, and has two more lines (Bundang line and Yongsan-deokso line). They are
all color coordinated and fairly easy to follow. In Seoul, line number 2 (green) is a circular line.
It goes all around Seoul, hitting most of the major areas of Seoul. This line is probably the most
utilized line in all of Korea. In addition to stopping at most major downtown areas, there are also
transfers to nearly all of the other lines.
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Lesson 27: Taking a Taxi
가 주세요 (ga juseyo)

LESSON NOTES

In Korea, taxis are a very common means of transportation. The streets are filled with taxis and
as a result, taxis are not hard to catch. And as public transportation stops running after a certain
hour, taxis are a very popular means of transportation at night.

So to start, let’s go over a desired location. The first location we'll use is "Gangnam-yeok"
(강남역), which in English is "Gangnam station." "Gangnam" is the name of the station, and
"yeok" (역) is the actual word for station. Gangnam station is a very popular subway station
where there's lots of things to do and see. The night life is great and there's plenty of restaurants
there as well. In addition, it has a central bus terminal.

Now let's go over how to tell your taxi driver where you want to go. In addition to the station, let’s
add "ga juseyo" (가 주세요), or in English “go, please.” Here we want to have the location in front
of this phrase. In this case, the phrase would be "Gangnam-yeok ga juseyo" (강남역 가 주세요).
"Ga" (가) means "to go" and "juseyo" (주세요) means "to give" or "please." So this phrase is
literally translated as "Gangnam station, go please." When translated it means "Go to Gangnam
station, please."

You can interchange "Gangnam-yeok" (Gangnam station) with any other location you wish to
go to. If it's a subway station, just say the name station, and then add the word for station, which
is "yeok," at the end. Seoul station is "Seoul-yeok" (서울역). Jamsil station is "Jamsil-yeok"
(잠실역). To tell your taxi driver to go to that location, just say the location and add "ga juseyo"
(가 주세요).

In Korea there are usually two different types of taxis. There are your normal, average taxis that
average joes take. And there is a higher class taxi that are a bit more expensive, but provide a
better service (but don’t be expecting foot massages or anything). These higher grade taxis can
be differentiated by their color. These taxis are a sleek black. The taxi drivers should be wearing
suits, and the whole package should exude an overall sense of class. But if you can't tell if they're
the higher grade taxis or not, you'll definitely know by the price! They are about 1.5 – 2 times the
price of a normal taxi.
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PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
강남역 가 주세요. gangnam-yeok ga juseyo. Go to Gangnam station,

please.
서울역 가주세요. seoul-yeok ga juseyo. Go to Seoul station, please.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
가남역. gangnam-yeok. Gangnam station.
강남. gangnam. Gangnam.
역. yeok. Station.
가다 (가). gada (ga). To go.
주다 (주세요). juda (juseyo). To give, to do for, please.
서울. seoul Seoul.
잠실역. jamsil-yeok. Jamsil station,
잠실. jamsil. Jamsil.

QUICK TIP

Tip is not expected in Korea. A friend of mine who came to visit me while I was in Korea was a
bartender back in America. We were at a bar having a few drinks when we decided to leave. I
told him that tip was not expected, but he still couldn't leave without giving the bartender a tip. He
said that bartenders have an unspoken understanding. So as we got up to leave he left a 10,000
won bill on the table (around $10 American). The bartender came after us and she told him that
he had left a 10,000 won bill at the bar. He tried to explain to her that it was a tip, but she was still
confused. Even when he spoke Korean to her, she was lost. She wasn't even trying to refuse the
tip because she was so flabbergasted by the whole situation. She ended up taking the tip, but
was more confused than grateful. So much for the unspoken understanding.

Sometimes people will take tips, but many people will refuse tips as well. I've heard that it's
sometimes insulting to leave a tip (not sure by what logic). So when in Korea, tip at your own
discretion. But just to let you know, people may be blown away by the whole concept.
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Lesson 28: Where Can I Buy Water?
물 어디에서 살 수 있어요? (mul eodieseo salsu
isseoyo?)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson, we'll help you get a beat on something you want. In today's lesson, we'll go
over how to ask ''Where can I buy (something).'' For today's "something," we'll use water, or in
Korean, ''mul'' (물). In Korean, ''Where can I buy water?'' is ''mul eodieseo sal su isseoyo?'' (물
어디에서 살 수 있어요?).

The first part of the phrase is ''mul,'' or as we covered, ''water.'' Next is the interrogative ''eodi,''
which means ''where.'' What follows immediately after that is ''eseo,'' a location particle that
is roughly equivalent to the English "at." Typically this particle follows a location, but here the
interrogative ''eodi,'' or "where," is sufficient. Lastly we have ''sal su isseoyo?'' This is literally
''able to buy'' or ''can buy.'' So altogether the phrase we literally have now is ''water, where, at,
can buy?'' This can be translated as ''Where can I buy water?''

If you wanted to, you can replace water with anything else. If you wanted to buy an English
newspaper, we could ask ''Yeongeo shinmun eodieseo salsu isseoyo?'' (영어 신문 어디에서
살 수 있어요?). This phrase is ''Where can I buy an English newspaper.'' The first word of the
phrase is ''English newspaper.'' ''Yeongeo'' means English and ''shinmun'' means newspaper.
The rest of the phrase is exactly the same as before. The literal translation of the phrase we have
here is ''English newspaper, where, at, can buy?'' This can be interpreted as ''Where can I buy an
English newspaper?''

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
물 어디에서 살 수 있어요? mul eodieseo sal su isseoyo? Where can I buy water?
영어 신문 어디에서 살 수 있어
요?

yeongeo sinmun eodieseo sal
su isseoyo?

Where can I buy an English
newspaper?

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
물. mul. Water.
어디. eodi. Where.
에서. eseo. At (location particle).
살 수 있다 (살 수 있어요). sal su ita (sal su isseoyo). Can buy, able to buy.
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Hangul Romanized English
영어 신문. yeongeo sinmun. English newspaper.

QUICK TIP

English newspapers in Korea can be difficult to find. And when you do find them, the papers are
usually pretty thin. A lot of the news comes from the Associated Press, or Reuters. If you're not
located in a major metropolis, it may be difficult to get your hands on some English news.

Some people that I've met have accused the English newspapers in Korea to be white-washed.
They say that "bad" news can never really be found on the newspaper. For example, there was
a manhunt for a dangerous man in the area where I was living. I saw this on the Korean news,
but when I talked about it, none of my English-speaking friends knew about this. And they weren't
surprised. A few of them hear about "bad" news from other Koreans, but never from an English
newspaper. My friends accused the Korean newspapers of white-washing in order to keep the
foreign population pacified.
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Lesson 29: Is There a Bathroom Near Here?
여기 화장실 있어요? (yeogi hwajangsil isseoyo?)

LESSON NOTES

During your stay in Korea, there may be a time where you need to go. And when I mean go... I
mean GO. And as these moments exist in everyone's life, no one wants to be stuck in a foreign
country, not knowing how to ask where a bathroom is. So the phrase "Is there a bathroom near
here" may prove essential.

"Is there a bathroom near here" in Korean is "yeogi hwajangsil isseoyo?" (여기 화장실 있어요?).
The first word is "yeogi" (여기). This word means "here." Next is the word "bathroom," or in
Korean "hwajangsil" (화장실). And lastly we have the word "isseoyo" (있어요). This last word
means "to exist" or "to be." The phrase altogether comes to literally mean "here, bathroom, is?"
This is understood as "Is there a bathroom near here?"

The actual word used is "yeogi" (여기). This word means here, and is pretty much an exact
translation. There are other words to describe "around here" or "nearby." But for the time being
"here" will suffice. Actually "yeogi" is much less specific than other words, and as a result, is used
much more often.

Now if you wanted to find something else, you can simply replace the thing you're looking
for. In our last phrases we were looking for a bathroom. Now let's look for a convenience
store. The word for "convenience store" in Korean is "pyeonuijeom" (편의점). We can simply
replace "hwajangsil" (bathroom) with "pyeonuijeom" (convenience store). The phrase "Is there a
convenience store around here?" is "yeogi pyeonuijeom isseoyo?" (여기 편의점 있어요?). This
literally means "here, convenience store, is?," but this is understood as "Is there a convenience
store near here?"

Now if you're looking for anything else, you can simply replace the word in the center.

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
여기 화장실 있어요? yeogi hwajangsil isseoyo? Is there a bathroom near

here?
여기 편의점 있어요? yeogi pyeonuijeom isseoyo? Is there a convenience store

near here?
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VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
여기. yeogi. Here.
화장실. hwajangsil. Bathroom.
있다 (있어요). ita (isseoyo). To exist, to be.
편의점. pyeonuijeom. Convenience store.

QUICK TIP

Convenience stores in Korea are great! During my time in Korea, convenience stores would
serve as a local hang out. A few friends of mine and I would always meet up and have a few
beers at our favorite convenience store. They had chairs outside, the drinks were cheap, and
food was plentiful. Many convenience stores in Korea have chairs outside so patrons can simply
grab a drink and relax. We went often when the weather was nice. And we ended up befriending
the owner of the convenience store and scored a few drinks and snacks every now and then. It
was a very cheap way to have a few drinks and relax with some friends.
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Lesson 30: Directions
오른쪽 / 왼쪽 (oreunjjok / oenjjok)

LESSON NOTES

In today's lesson we'll go over a few basic directions. In Korean there are a number of ways to
say go straight, turn right, turn left, it's on the left, it's on the right, etc. For practical purposes
today's lesson will focus on the ones that are the easiest to remember.

For "go straight" we can say "jjuk gaseyo" (쭉 가세요). The first syllable "jjuk" (쭉) means
"straight." What follows that is "gaseyo" (가세요), which means "go."

For "turn right" we can say "oreunjjok-euro gaseyo" (오른쪽으로 가세요). The first word is
"oreunjjok" (오른쪽) means "right," or "right side." This is followed immediately by "-euro," (-으로)
a particle which roughly translates into "to." The last part, "gaseyo" (가세요), is once again "go."
The phrase literally means "right, to, go." This can be interpreted as "Go to the right" or "Turn
right."

Next is the phrase "turn left." In Korean that would be "oenjjok-euro gaseyo" (왼쪽으로 가세요).
This phrase is exactly the same as the last phrase, but the only difference is "oreun," or "right," is
replaced with "oen," or "left." So "oen" means "left" or "left side." Everything else is the same and
retains the same meaning. The word in front is the only thing that changes. The literal meaning of
the phrase is "left, to, go." This can be interpreted as "Go to the left," or "Turn left."

Lastly we'll go over "It's on the left" and "It's on the right." "It's on the left" in Korean is "oenjjok-e
isseoyo" (왼쪽에 있어요). The first part of the phrase, "oen" (왼쪽) is once again "left" or "to the
left." What follows that is "-e" (-에), a location particle, which roughly translates (in this context) to
"on." Lastly we have "isseoyo" (있어요). This word means "to exist" or "to be." So altogether the
phrase we have is "left, on, is." This is understood as "It's on the left."

If what you're looking for is on the right, we can say "oreunjjok-e isseoyo" (오른쪽에 있어요).
This phrase is, once again, nearly identical to its predecessor. The only thing that changes
is the direction, which is the word in front. In this case we replaced "oen" (left) with "oreun"
(right). Everything else in the phrase stays exactly the same. So the phrase we have has a literal
meaning of "right, on, is." This is interpreted as "It's on the right."

PHRASES

Hangul Romanized English
쭉 가세요. jjuk gaseyo. Go straight.
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Hangul Romanized English
오른쪽으로 가세요. oreunjjok-euro gaseyo. Go to the right side, turn right.
왼쪽으로 가세요. oenjjok-euro gaseyo. Go to the left side, turn left.
오른쪽에 있어요. oreunjjok-e isseoyo. It's on the right.
왼쪽에 있어요. oenjjok-e isseoyo. It's on the left.

VOCABULARY

Hangul Romanized English
쭉. jjuk. Straight.
가다 (가세요). gada (gaseyo). To go.
오른쪽. oreunjjok. The right, the right side.
왼쪽. oenjjok. The left, the left side.
-으로. -euro. Location particle indicating

direction (to).
-에. -e. Location particle indicating

location (on).

QUICK TIP

Streets in Korea may be a little difficult to navigate through. In the bigger metropolises, it's nearly
impossible to navigate with just an address. That's because many streets in Korea do not have a
name. And even if streets do have names, many people don't know the names of these streets.
As a result people give directions according to landmarks. Most likely you'll hear directions such
as: turn right at a video shop, turn left at a pizza parlor, turn left at the internet cafe. So if you're
asking for directions, be sure to be aware of your surroundings.
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Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 1 end)

Hold on! You may be missing out!

Learn more Korean at KoreanClass101.com for FREE!

Get your FREE Lifetime Account at

www.KoreanClass101.com/survival1 now!

Learn twice as much, twice as fast with Survival

Phrases - Korean and KoreanClass101.com together!

In fact, most people who learn with Survival

Phrases - Korean become members of KoreanClass101.com.

It's FREE to join, and you'll get a special KoreanClass101.com member only training guide: 10
Best Ways to Learn Korean Fast.

So what are you waiting for?

Click here to get your FREE Lifetime Account in less than a minute!

More Survival Phrases - Korean!

Continue on with Survival Phrases - Korean (Part 2) Lessons 31-60 available now.

In Part 2 the following are just a few of the topics you'll master:

★ Taking a taxi without being taken advantage of

★ Getting around and asking directions and actually understanding the answer!

★ Learning Korean using Korean, and making lots of friends in the process

★ Making the most of a hotel stay, and exploring alternatives to the beaten path

★ Visiting the Post office and mailing thing home

http://www.survivalphrases.com
http://www.KoreanClass101.com/survival1
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★ Phone rentals and phone cards, don't travel without one!

★ Critical phrases for vegetarians and allergy suffers!

★ Talking to the doctor and explaining symptoms correctly

★ Getting the right medicine

★ Expressing yourself with adjectives and being understood

★ Home visits and proper protocol that will "wow" hosts

★ Getting help, this may be the most useful phrase you ever learn

Finally, thank you again!

If you have a story to share about how Survival Phrases - Korean helped you with your travels,
business, or personal relationships, we would love to hear about it!

Please e-mail us contactus@survivalphrases.com
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